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Pro~ram board attends activities conference
Bv BRIAN KELLEY
Six members of the Union
Program Board attended a
recent conference on campus
activities at a Catskill's resort.
During the four day event the
members were, exposed to a
variety of ideas, on how to plan
campus events.
According to some who went,
the east coast regional conference of the National
Association for Campus Activities. provided a full schedule
that offered many ideas.
Sue Ashman. director of
student activities, said the

conference presented ideas in a
number of effective ways.
There were educational
sessions about campus
programming and leadership.
showcases for college entertainment. and two exhibit
halls. One hall displayed the
products and services of some 150
talent agencies. and another was
set up by program boards from
some schools.
Ashman. UPB President Diane
Laffey, and Secretary Jackie
Pirollo all stressed what they
learned about efficient booking of
college entertainment.

They explained that coordinating plans with other colleges
can result in lower costs. since
entertainers usually charge a
school less if they are going to be
in the area.
Such an opportunity exists with
a band called The Commuters,
which t~c board might hire for a
dance to be held in December the
day after the band plays at
Albright.
Ashman said that the conference gave the board ideas on
how to organize events it had
already been considering.
She explained that the UPB has

been considering organizing
something like a cabaret dinner
theater. This very topic was
covered at the conference gave
the members a starting point.

screen video images that accompany regular dance music.
The cost of attending the
conference was paid for by the
Student Activities Committee
through an allocation to the
USGA and the UPB.

Ashman said that the board
might first sponsor what she
Ashman said the board
called "dessert theater" in order
members attended the conto ease into the idea.
A video dance party is another ference to work towards their
event that the board considered goal of providing entertainment
and learned more about at the on campus every weekend.
"I had hoped students would
conference. Ashman said that
such a party may be held in come back with a better unWismer some time this year. A derstanding of what is involved in
video dance party involves large programming, " she said.

Fraternity sponsors Thanks~ivin~ food drive
Bv Mark Hinkel
During . the Thanksgiving
Season we often forget those who
are not as fortunate as us and do
not have as much to be tj1ankful
for. The brothers of Zeta Chi in
association with the United
Church of Christ and St.
Eleanor's Roman Catholic School
are working to remedy this
situation. They are organizing
and conducting a Food Drive to

collect food for the needy families , Retarded Citizens move their
of the Collegeville ana offices from Norristown to
another location. This year some
Philadelphia areas.
In March of 1983, all activities of the brothers helped as barat the non-alcoholic
tenders
of Zeta Chi fraternity were
suspended due to a violation of Halloween Pub Night.
the rules concerning the paddling
In the future, the fraternity
of pledges. Since that time ZX
has been working toward being intends to organize such acreinstated as a fraternity. Last tivities as the Thanksgiving Food
year they helped the Mon- Drive, a Christmas party for St.
tgomery County Association of Eleanor's Roman Catholic School

first graders, and the awarding of
the Ketas and Walker Memorial
football trophies. Finally, Zeta
Chi is hoping to work closely with
the administration to prepare a
new constitution so that they may
be reinstated as a fraternity in
the 1985-86 school year.
Collection of food will take
place in Wismer lobby at lunch

and dinner on the following days:
Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 14, 15, and 16 as well
as Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 19
and 20. Everyone is asked to
contribute a little something
toward the drive. Any canned
goods or non-perishable foods
with protein value are acceptable
and would be greatly appreciated!

Smith addresses value of liberal arts
"Education
should
be
preparation for life in the
broadest sense rather than
preparation for some vocational
competence," said Robert I.
Smith at the Ursinus College
Founders' Day convocation.
Smith. president of The Glenmede Trust Company which
administers the Pew Memorial
Trust and other charitable trusts.
was the recipient of an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree conferred
upon him by Ursin us College
President Richard P. Richter.
Smith took as his theme the
value of liberal arts education. in
part responding to a report issued
by the National Institute of
Education within the last month.
which stated that the country's
education had become increasingly vocational to its
detriment. He noted that in 1971.
49 percent of college graduates
were liberal arts graduates but
that by 1982 the percentage had
declined to 36 percent.
.. As a country- and society I
would suggest that we need a

liberally educated people for we
must be able to relate to other
people in other cultures and other
countries in the world." he said.
Smith then went on to define a
liberal arts education. "a liberal
education at best combines
respect for the past and a
curiosity for its future with all
kinds of inquiry. A successful
liberal arts education involves a
compact between students and
te'a chers. Students and teachers
must trust each other. one a
guide and one a traveler who will
go on proven routes and many
side trips."
"I sense that this partnership
between faculty and students is
an integral part of Ursin us
College." he continued. "I want
to congratulate Ursinus for
having the courage to keep this
institution the fine liberal arts
institution that it has been for
over a century. They took a risk.
but they were not afraid to take
that risk. but held fast to what
they knew was good."
In addition to the Founders'

Day program. Ursinus dedicated
this past weekend to the faculty
of the College. On Saturday the
College hosted a day-long
symposium entitled "Faculty
Development in Liberal Arts
Colleges: An Unfinished Agenda
for the '80s."
"Liberal education has been
sorely misused. abused. and
under-used nationally and we
should rejoice that finally the
public is calling f(lr it again."
Richter stated to those gathered
at the commencement exercises.
''This weekend we affirm that the
ancient and honorable art of
teaching is the essential thing at
Ursinus and that students in the
presence of a gifted teacher
constitute the fundamental
reality of the place."
Ursinus graduated 21 students.
including 12 evening school
students at the commencement
exercises yesterday, G. Sieber
Pancoast. Ph.D.. professor of
political science at Ursinus. also
received an honorary Doctor of
Laws degree.
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Dr. Pancoast and Robert Smith during the Founders' Day Convocation.
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Letters

Editorials

Newspaper reflects
campus news
and views
In its constitution. The Grizzly is afforded the purpose of providing
students. alumni. and friends of Ursin us College with a regular
medium for news and related information.
The Grizzly editors are more than just a club with access to an expensive toy . The whole staff must be' dedicated to preserving the objective presentation of news without interference from any other
person or organization on campus.
The editors of The Grizzly interpret this responsibility to extend to
covering campus events. those planned and especially those unanticipated. They also take seriously their responsibility to provide the
Ursinus Community a forum for free expression of their concerns.
interests. and opinions. The development and expression of opinions is
an important part of a Liberal Arts education. Such responsibile expression is not to be suppressed or punished.
This includes the right to express opinions critical of the student
body. Sometimes it's hard for students to be critical of their peers, but
many find that there are other students who feel the same wav.
Of course opinions need not always be negative; positive ~esponses
are also encouraging and necessary.
Ultimately the purpose of The Grizzly is to clearly reflect the
viewpoints. concerns. and interests of the campus community.
Therefore The Grizzly bears the stamp of the whole Ursinus community. Everyone in the campus community is a part of The Grizzly
whether or not he or she is actively involved. You make the news. you
are the news. you have the viewpoints. concerns and interests. Let
them be heard-express them!
R.W. (B.K., T.F.)

Don't do it

Pullin~ the bi~

lever
On Friday, some campus sage littered our lunch tables with a piece
of unsound political advice: " Pull the big lever," his mimeographed
pa~er said, referring to the Republican party lever which appeared in
voting booths across the country last Tuesday.
The election is history. And although the big lever pullers have
preserved their anonymity, it is appropriate now to address our
campus sage. his followers, and anyone else who is contemplating
pulling the big lever in future elections: Don't do it.
Big lever pullers, whether Republicans or Democrats, endanger all
of the asp~c~ pf life in America that we ought to cling to. They
presuppose that ideologies are better equipped to determine the
policies and priorities of our country than people are. They presuppose
that all men and women who run for public office are merely organs
through which party platforms are implemented.
These' notions ought to stir a woozy repugnance in anyone who is
concerned with maintaining a sense of self-worth. We need to reassert
our faith in the ability of human beings to determine and affect the
course of our nation . Big lever pullers would have us abandon that
faith.
When we go to the polls to choose our leaders we need to ask who will
be best for our country. We must consider candidates individually on
the. basis of their stands on various issues, their integrity. their intelligence and their willingness to pursue justice with an open mind.
We cannot assume that because we identify with the ideas set forth in
a party's platform. we will necessarily be best served by a candidate
who claims allegiance to that party during his campaign.
Big lever pullers elect ideas. But ideas need to be tinkered with and
fine tuned to ensure that their transformation from the realms of mind
and print to the realms of action and experience will be successfuL Big
lever pullers fail to realize that it will be the men and women whom we
elect who will do the tinkering and fine tuning that reshape the ideas
•that affect the polices that govern our lives.
When we elect ideas, rather than people, we run the risk of having
ideologies grow out of controL Hitler had an idea, the idea of a master
race. and all that was human was subordinated to that idea. The idea
grew fat; people lost controL The ideology - without compassion,
without circumspection. resistant to change - governed the people.
Such could be the fate of our country if we're not careful to tell the
big lever pullers. "Don·t do it. "
T.F.

Mock election
Dear Editor:
As the report of the mock
election results had no byline, I
am addressing this to you.
Recently the press has been
much maligned for its coverage
of the presidential campaign.
This has primarily been because
of its emphasis (or as some think,
over-emphasis) on polls. The
effect of polls can often lead to
apathy on the part of voters and,
in the opinion of some experts,
can unfairly influence the outcome of the election. I felt, as I
read the Ursinus results, that the
numbers
had
beeen

covera~e -

questioned

misrepresented, thus swaying
the
overall
impression.
Specifically, the article stated:
" An overwhelming majority,
79 percent of resident students
believed that Ronald Reaga~
should be president for four more
years. "
Whereas, in reality, only 40
percent of the "resident
students" voted. Thus, the claim
that nearly 80 percent of students
support Reagan is grossly
misleading. You should have
printed something to the effect
that of those students who voted
(40 percent of all resident

students), 79 percent supportesi
Reagan.
Conceivably, the remaining 60
percent - i.e. those who did not
vote - could have concluded
from the report of the mock
election that Reagan was a shoein. Mondale supporters could
have decided that their's was a
hopeless cause or Reagan supporters may have been less inclined to make the effort to vote.
Thus, such a misrepresentation
could have led to voter apathy,
resulting in the failure to exercise
the important right to vote.
Catherine Doughty
English Dept.

Intervention policy must I!o
Dear Editor:
The Nicaraguan elections will
take place on Nov. 4. They were
first announced at the end of the
Literacy Campaign in August
1980. Initially scheduled for some
time in 1985'and later moved up.
the elections will be for president.
vice president. and 90
representatives to the National
Assembly.
Since . the triumph of the
revolution in 1979. the popularity
supported FSLN has successfully
developed the foundations fo'r
democracy including honest and
fair elections. This immense
task. so well orchestrated by the
Sandinistas, is yet another
dynamic accomplishment in the
eyes of the international community.
Unfortunately. four right-wing
parties, with the urging of the
U.S. government, have decided to
boycott the elections. Their
strategy is to give the impression
that thev were unjust\\· excluded
from th'e elections and that the
elections are unfair. This would
prompt the U.S. government to
claim that it is justified in continuing its 'sabotage of
Nicaragua . This strategy, of
course. is flawed since the
rooycotting parties have been
gin'n ample time to register and
campaign, together with
signifi('ant funding from the
Nicaraguan government. Their
of the FSI.N prompts their uniustified claims of unfairness.

Editors' note

realization that they have little
chance of winning an election
given the widespread popularity
Since the Reagan administration has been directing
unpopula r acts of terrorist
aggression against the government and people of Nicaragua for
many months. it is not expected
that the advent of democratic
elections to 'Nlcaragua will
curtail such activity.
So. it is necessary for the

people of the United States to
reject the illegal activities of the
Reagan administration and to
take action to prevent such activities in the future. For more
ideas on how to support the
people of Nicaragua. write to
NNSNP. (The National Network
in Solidarity with the Nicaraguan
People). 2025 Eye St.. NW. Suite
402. Washington. D.C. 20006.
William J. Elicson
1800 Market St.1I7
San Francisco. Ca. 94102

LETTER POLICY
Letters must be typed and no more than 300
words. Name and telephone number are required for verification purposes. Letters should
be deposited in the Grizly mail box in Corson
Basement by 7 p.m. Monday. The Grizzly
reserves the right to edit all letters. Requests
for anonymity will be considered by the
editorial board.

Editor .................... , ....... , . , .. , Rosemary Wuenschel
Associate Editor ... , .............. , , ... , , ....... , Brian Kelley
News and F('atures Editor ....... , .... , , , ... , , ... , . Tom Feeney
Entertainm('nt Editor. , , ........................ Andrea Butler
Photo Editor .............. , .... , . , .... , ..... , .. , , , Nick AbicU
Sports Editor .......... ', . , , .. .' .. : ....... : ..... ; John C~lahaD
Business Manager .... .. ...................... , .... Noel Sabel
The Grizzly was founded in 1978, replacing the previous campUS
newspaper, The Ursinus Weekly.1t. is published by students tell
weeks each semester. The Grizzly is edited entirely by studehts and
the views expressed in the paper are not necessarily those held by
the administration, faculty. or a consensus of the student body. The
staff of The Grizzly invites opinio{!s from the college community
and will publish them as time and space permit.

Editor's note: Last week's
article about the travels of Knute
Rockn('y's bust was provided by
the C~l1{'~e Press Service.
The strange disappearance of a
smali part of Limerick Part 3
lead to a paragraph that attributed various anti-nuclear
activity to PECO, Such activity
should have been credited to, of
course, anti-nuclear activists,
Despite the fact that everyone
knows who writes Campus
Memo, we wish to note that we
failed to ~ive Pr('sident Richter
due credit.
;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
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-----National College News-----Co-eds' sexual activity decreases, study shows
By COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
College women apparently are
less active sexually than they
used to be, a new survey
suggests.
The current conservative trend
on campuses could be responsible
for the declining student sexual
activity, reports the recent
survey of University of Texas
female students.
Five years ago, half of UT's
female students had sex at least
once a month, compared to 38
percent in 1983-84, says
Universi'y
of
Kansas
psychologist Meg Gerrard,
author of the survey.
.
Gerrard's survey, her third of
UT women in 10 years,
questioned some 100 students

about their sexual attitudes.
Not all the results have been
analyzed, but Gerrard speculates
"it could be part of a larger
conservative trend in sexual
activity as well as in political and
ideological values. There's no
question in my mind that this is a
nationwide trend."
Pinning the decline on conservatiesm "sounds plausible,"
agrees Joseph Katz, human
development professor at the
State University of New YorkStoney Brook, but the implications could run deeper.
" An easing of the sense of
having to conform may be a
factor," he comments. "It could
also mean a great acceptance of
traditional mores."

Katz's own studies of student
sexuality in the sixties and
seventies revealed student opposition to premarital sex
declined from 50 percent to 10
percent from 1970 to 1975.
And the percentage of undergraduates who had engaged in
premarital sex rose from 50
percent in 1970 to 78 percent of
men and 72 percent of women in
1977.
Indeed, studies conducted on
many campuses as recently as
1982 charted continued increases
in student sexual activity.
"There was a massive
liberalization of attitudes going
on (in the seventies)," Katz
points out. "Any turning back
from that is surprising, and the

magnitude of change (revealed in
Gerrard's survey) is somewhat
striking. "
Liberal sexual attitudes were
"almost the norm in the sixties
and seventies," concurS Dr.
Aaron Hass of UCLA's Sexuality
Clinic . " But my impression is
that now undergrad girls desire
commitments or love relationships."
While they may not stay
virgins, he thinks "women are
experimenting with sex much
less. They desire more strings
attached to any sexual activity."
Besides conservative views
and revival of traditional morals,
KU's Gerrard speculates other
concerns color women's sexual
attitudes.

"Veneral disease, AIDS and
herpes scare these kids, independent of their conservative
ideas," she explains.
Womens' liberation could be
quelling the sexual revolution, as
well.
"It's tempting to say women
are being more assertive saying 'no'," Gerrard says.
This rejection of "casual" sex
is evident even on traditionally
liberal campuses.
In a human sexuality class
including about 65 women,
UCLA's Hass asked the students
their opinions about casual sex.
"Only two women felt comfortable with casual sex," Hass
reports, "and UCLA is one of the
more liberal campuses."

Cocaine users' activity increases
By COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
The teenage cocaine experimenter of the seventies has
taken his cocaine habit to college,
experts say, and he may be in
trouble.
Cocaine - once labeled the
drug of the rich - is now
becoming so popular on campuses around the country that
researchers call its rapid growth
the nation's number-one substance abuse problem.
"Obviously, cocaine use is
growing on campuses," says Dr.
Ronald Linder, UCLA health
science professor. "And the
problem is getting worse."
"There didn't used to be any
problems with coke. Now there
are lots," concurs Dr. John
Jones, University of California-

Davis semor student health
physician. "Use has increased in
the last two or three years for
sure."
About 25 million people have
tried coke, the annual U.S.
Government Survey on Drug
Abuse reports. Five-to-six million
use it monthly, while one-to-three
million are severely dependent
on the drug.
Just how many of them are on
campus is hard to tell.
Though few studies are done on
college cocaine abuse, Jones
believes the influx of cocaine
abuse patients at his off-campus
clinic probably reflects an increase among college-age
abusers similar to the national
averages.
"Four years ago, there were

none (cocaine abusers). Now n
to 13 percent of our patients have
cocaine problems," he reveals.
And a 15-year analysis of
cocaine use at Arizone Sate
University by ASU Professor
Thomas Dezelsky shows the
number of students who have
tried cocaine once has rocketed
from three percent in 1970 to 44
percent in 1984.
Coke's new popularity may
stem from recent college-bound
high school graudates, claims Dr.
Lloyd Johnston, University of
Michigan researcher.
Johnston's yearly surveys of
high school seniors chart a rapid
rise in coke use among college
bound seniors from 1976 to 1981.
"Colleges may be reaping the
casualties of this period of in-

~At'lW'~ cXrM/.- ~~ College Press ServIce
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creased incidence," Johnston
says. "There's a lag time between when people becom~ involved in coke and when they get
in trouble and wind up in a clinic.
Follow-up studies show coke use
continues to rise after high
school."
"It's a recreation drug," says
UC-Davis' Jones. "There's a
casual attitude about it. Students
use it to study instead of amphetamines. "
Once thought harmless,
cocaine is a strong reinforcing
agent, drawing people to pursue
its effects, Jones adds.
Along with its euphoric high,
cocaine
users
experience
paranoia and irritability, often

feel depressed, socially Isolated
and unable to deal with stress and
pressure.
Physiological effects can include high blood pressure,
convulsions, and eye and nasal
problems.
At UCLA, coke abuse ranks
just behind alcohol and
marijuana use, says Bonnie
Leibowitz, UCLA health
educator.
"LA is the hub of drug use in
the nation and UCLA is in the
center of that," she explains.
"Our students are from fairly
well-off families. The cost of the
drug is not so prohibitive for
(See COCAINE, P61

Student leaders oppose
''gunboat diplomacy"
A group of 40 student body
presidebnts,
The
Student
Leadership Project, issued a
four-point policy statement opposing U.S. intervention in the
affairs of Central American
nations.
The four points are: 1) no U.S.
troops should be send to Central
America; 2) U.S aid to the
Nicaraguan contras should be
halted entirely; 3) the U.S. should
not quarantine Nicaragua, and 4)
financial assistance to the
military in Central American
nations should be conditioned
upon improved respect of human
rights by their governments. The
statement calls the President to
abide by these principles.
The Student Leadership
Project is an ad hoc group of
student body presidents concerned about issues of public
policy. They convened on the
ocr.asion of the first anniversary
of the U.S. invasion of Grenada

in response to a nationwide,
student-organized
commemoration of the anniversary of
the invasion.
"I think many student leaders,
myself included, are appalled at
the blatantly partisan and wellfunded effort to misrepresent
student opinion as prointerventionist," Manuel Gonzales, student body president of
Princeton University said. "The
College Republicans are dead
wrong if they think they are
speaking for a majority of
students celebrating a
resurgence of gunboat
diplomacy. "
The Student Leadership
Project, centered at the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, is comprised of more
than 50 student body presidents
from some of the largest and
most prestigiQus schools in the
nation.
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Turkey trot

By LESLIE KATZ
The Business Economics
The
seventh
annual
Council is sponsoring the first of
three programs for the 1984-85 Philadelphia Turkey Trot race, a
academic year on Monday , Nov. 10 kilometer road race. will be
21 at 1 p.m . It will be held in held in Philadelphia's Fairmount
Park on Thanksgiving morning
Wismer rooms 7 and 8.
The topic of the panel at9a.m.
The race will be sponsored by
discussion is " Graduate Schools
V-8 Vegetable juice and the
and Careers in Business."
The panel will be made up of . Middle Atlantic Road Runners
three speakers. The first. George Club.
Winners in five age groups will
Atkinson, is an alumnus who
received his B.A. in 1967. He then receive prizes. The first 1,500
went on to receive his M.B.A. in entrants will receive t-shirts and
1971 from the Wharton School at all runners will be given free
the University of Pennsylvania. samples of V-8 Vegetable juice.
For entry forms write the
Atkinson is now working for IBM
as a marketing manager in the Middle Atlantic Road Runners
Club at P.O . Box 5628,
Philadelphia area .
The second speaker, Caryn Philadelphia, Pa. 19129. Entry
Antoniacce, is also an alumna blanks are also available in area
who received her B.A. in 1977. sporting good stores.
She continued her education at
the University of Michigan and
gained her M.B.A. in 1979. Antoniacce has attained a position
as controller of H & T
Be sure to sign-up for the
Restaurants, a subsidiary of
Reading Outlet Shopping Spree_
Campbell Soups.
The third speaker is Dr. Paul The bus trip sponsored by the
E. Dasher. the dean of the Union Program Board is planned
College of Business Ad- for Saturday, Nov. 17, leaving
ministration at Drexel Univer- Ursinus at 9 a.m. and leaving the
outlets at 5 p.m. The cost is only
sity.
The Business and Economics $2 per person and you must signup in advance by Wednesday,
Council cordinally invites all
Nov. 14 in the College Union
students to attend.
Office.
Visit the Big Apple! Come on the
bus trip to New York City on
Saturday, Dec. 1. The bus leaves
Ursinus at 8 a.m. and leaves NYC
at 7 p.m. Take in a day of
"Montage." a group of
sightseeing, shopping or the
photographers composed of both
theater. Cost is only $5 for
amateurs and professionals. will
students, $10 for (acuity, staff or
exhibit their works on Southeast
guests. Sign up now in the College
Pennsylvania Rural Life at the
Union Office - seats are limited!
Myrin Library on the Ursinus
The trip is being co-sponsored
College campus. The show will
by the Union Program Board and
open with a reception on Sunday.
the Fine Arts Class.
Nov . 18 from 2 to 5 p.m. and
continue through Saturday, Dec.
15.
This exhibit was conceived in
the Fall of 1982. During the
following two years, the group
Honeywell Inc., launched its
embarked on many group and third annual Futurist Awards
individual photography outings Competition in the beginning of
throughout southeastern Penn- October. Students who wish to
sylvania. The present exhibit of enter must consider the world as
stilllifes, landscapes. and candid they imagine it will be 25 years
shots is a selection resulting from from now. and write three essays
those outings.
of up to 500 words each . The first
The group "Montage" was two essays must deal specifically
conceived in 1980, originally as an with two of six topics : computers,
Urs inus College non-credit energy.
electronic comcourse in photography taught by munications.
biomedical
Dr. Derk Visser . When the technology . marine systems. or
college discontinued non-credit aerospace. The third essay
courses. the group felt their should consider the social impact
association was too valuable to of technological progress.
abandon . They decided to meet
The contest is open to all fullon an informal basis and now time undergraduate and
hold monthly meetings and graduate students in American
engage in regular photograhy colleges. Ten first-place winners
outings.
will receive $2,000 and an opFive aspects of Pennsylvania portunity to work for Honeywell

UPB trips
scheduled

Photo exhibit
in library

Futurist essay
contest

nexl summer '

~

~:c~n~':I.ce season underway

winners will receivc $250 and
honorable mention winner~ will
receive $100. Any st..;dent who
submits essa vs ~ill receive a
Honeywell Futurist t-shlrt.
All entries must be postmarked by Dec. 31 , 1984 ; '",inners
will be noti :~"'l ay Feb. 1. 1985. All
30 winners wiil be flown to
Minneapolis in February for an
awards ceremony .
For more information. call 1800-328-5111. Entries should be
sent to: Futurist Contest,
Honeywell Inc . , Honeywell
Plaza. Minneapolis, MN . 55408.

Dutch folk
sonl!s
A "Songs of the Tavern"
folksong concert will be held in
Bomberger 120 on Monday, Nov.
12 at 6 p.m. featuring two local
folksingers, Keith Britzenhoff
and Dr. William Parsons.
The singers will perform songs
in both the Dutch dialect of
Pennsylvania and in English to
illustrate the musical heritage of
the social center which the
country tavern was.
The evening will include a
blend of instumental and vocal
music. The performers will use
guitar, banjo and scheidtholt, a
local instrument which was the
predecessor to the Appalachian
dulcimer.
Lyris sheets will be distributed
and those in attendance will be
encouragedto sing along.
Ther is no charge for this
evening of music.

USGA Report
USGA minutes for the meeting
held Oct. 25 report a problem
with the campus phone system.
or lack of a campus phonp ~ystem
in Reimert complex. A letter is to
be written to Dean Kane concerning this matter.
Jackie Pirollo of the Union
Program Board (uPB) said that
the UPB would cover the
responsibility of the annual
Lorelei.
Jackie Pirollo also discussed
the possibility of a non-smoking
gameroom.

Puzzle Answer

By KIM WALTER
The 1984-85 College Bowl
season is officially two weeks old.
This year 's field consists of 18
teams. each of them ready to
match wits with the others i~ the
quest for that elusive and
prestigious College Bowl crown.
For anyone who is still in the dark
as to what College Bowl is, here is
a brief explanation . College Bowl
is a game-show type contest
where two teams compete to
score the most points by answering questions in categories
ranging from spelling to
spelunking.
College
bowl
operates under a double
elimination format. whereby
each team competes until they
have compiled two losses. The
season will last for approximately 17 weeks, until the 18
teams are narrowed down to one.
Last year's championship
team. "Tetrahedra of Samoa."
owners of a proud undefeated
record. are no longer in
existence. which will leave the
field for this season fairly wide
open . It is difficult to pinpoint a
favorite at this. point. but an early
season analvsis indicated that

there do exist some potentially
powerful teams to watch. Among
these hopefuls . are the Earwings.
S.P.E.C.T.E.R.. Zack's Driving
and The Carstairs . The Carstairs.
a group of College Bowl rookies.
pulled off an amazing victory in
the first week of playas they
defeated Tetrachedral Corpuscles, a team which boasts
some former College Bowl
champions.
Two College Bowl matches are
played each week. The Union
Lounge is where the action can be
seen each Monday night starting
at 7 p.m. So, bring a friend. or
maybe two and don't forget your
thinking caps. because Coilege
Bowl is ... The Varsity Sport of the
mind.
COLLEGE BOWL RESULTS
Oct. 29
Carstairs 120. Tetrahedral 95
F.arwigs 150. Fribbles 45
Nov. 5
Shreiner 90. Narstl25
B.H. C1ub 110. Dandy Lions I 80
NEXT WEEK'S MATCHES
Nov. 12
S.P.E.C.T.E.R vs. Down Under
Braintans vs. Dandy Lions II

Ursinus in a box
Bv KURT RICHTER
First there was Grizzly ' Beer,
down from the north woods ot
Canada. and now there is Ursinus
Tnlay-Tabs
a
decongestant. analgesic. antihistaminic. Yes. it seems like
lTrsinus and Grizzly are
becoming household names.
Introduced in 1960 by Dorsey
Labs. in Lincoln. Neb .. Ursinus '
tablets have not gone unnoticed
until now. Dr. Roger Staiger of
the Chemistry Department said.
"I've known about them for a
long time. but I thought they were
taken off the market long ago."
According to Dr . Staiger.
President Helfferich was in
contact with Dorsey Labs. in the
'60s.
Christine Miller. a Dorsev Lab.
representative. said that most of
the files on the product have been
discarded since the product is
over 20 ~'ears old . However. she
was very helpful in trying to
locate some of the technicians
who worked on the product. The
over-thf'-counter drug's main
marketing theme was called
"Fi t'iti of Pressure." and IIsed
t\'pical facial diagrams in adverti::;ements.
\ !~houl!h lIrsinus tablets are
!' . . . ~"ally found in this area.
the) , ;w be specially ordered. It
I" !"l hl1(1wn whether or not the
new book store company will
stock the drug. but the possibility
exists.

Here are some comments
made by member of the campus:
One member of the administration said. "It would be
nice if Dorsey Labs. offered a
Chemistry Scholarship." Matt
Reagle. a sophomore majoring in
economics. said. "That's incredible! Do the\, work?" Leorv
Moser. a senior majoring in
history. said. "Well. ' I think
Ursinus drugs are beneficial to
everyone!"
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Bear hooters win ECA conference hid
By KENNY BULL
This week Ursinus College
soccer team (15-3) earned an
Eastern Coast Athletic Conference bid as well as setting a
record for best regular season
record ever in Ursinus history.
They accomplished such feats by
defeating Moravian College, 1-0
(another shutout for Barres).
This game was a hard fought
struggle with Ursinus and
playing Moravian by a slight

bad!

margin. The Ursinus goal came
the second half. Chris Hoover
took a corner kick which was low.
It went to the 18 yard line and
Jamie Moyer was there with his
brave foot. This was the only
scoring for the rest of the game.
Moravian had no real threat
because Ursinus defense is
probably tt:~ best in the MAGS.
Twenty goals have been scored
upon Ursinus in 18 games. Not
In

Ursinus needed a viC'tory
against Moravian to earn a bid in
the ECAC's. Because of their win
their season remains alive.
However, because of their loss to
Haverford in the middle of the
season (2-1), their NCAA bid was
a long shot. Since they did not get
the NCAA bid, they are content
with the ECAC bid. Especially
c:
o
c:

;B
~

Junior Steve Coulter

because they have a chance to vain at Ursinus if they win. Urplay Haverford College again. sinus is hoping to beat M.W. and
This weekend the tournament play Haverford. They want
begins. Ursinus (15-3 ) plays revenge, just ask No. 15 Jeff
Mary Washington (11-2-4 ) at Jones!! The soccer team needs a
Ursinus College at 1 p.m. and
Haverford plays Moravian at lot of support, so please tell your
Haverford at 1 p.m. The winners friends and come out an support a
will face each other Sunday. If championship team! Ursinus
Ursinus beats Mary Washington wants to strive for two chamthey will play Haverford at pionships in a row in this tourHaverford, if they win or Mor- nament.

Runners second in MAC's
By DOUG NEVINS
Mike Griffin's medal winning
performance led the Ursinus
cross country team to a second
place finish i~ the Middle Atlantic
Conferencp Championships held
last Saturday at Lebanon Valley
College, Ambler. Susqeuhanna
copped the team title in the 24
school race .
Although thp Bears had hoped
to win. their showing was still
impressive. especially when
C'on"inprinp thp fact that at the

beginning of the year nobody had
expected them to be one of the top
teams in the conference .
Griffin's individual performance was the highlight of the
mppt for the Grizzlies. Running

John Gelhard alS{) had good
places as each turned in his best
effort of the season . Completing
the scoring for the Bearpack
were the strong showings of Jim
Harle and Keith Kerr .

with the leaders all the way, he
proved himself to be one of the
better runners in the MAC.
While Al Fertig and Doug
Nevins didn't run as well as
usual. they still finished high up
in the race . Tom Wershner and

Tomorrow. the Bears compete
in the NCAA Regional meet at
Lebanon Valley. They will have
their work c~t out' for them,
however. as only three teams
qualify for Nation'a ls out of a field
of over 40 schools.

A student's view of the training facility
Bv JOSEPH F. PIRRO
The' Training Room and
Rehabilitation Center here at
Ursin us continues to do a fine job.
Although the trainers are' not
always recognized or praised by
many of the students: any athlete
will have endless compliments
for the people in charge of the
Training Room. Presently. Pam
Chlad is the leader of this fine
staff. She has her B.S. in nursing,
and an M.A. in exercise
physiology. Pam is also certified
to teach physical education. She
is a registered nurse, and is in her
seventh year as athletic trainer
at Ursinus. Tina Wailgum, an
llrsinus graduate. also handles
many of the student athletes. The
work is divided equally. Ann
Wilkinson is a physical trainer in
her first year here at Ursin us.
She is in ('harge of all long term
rehabilitation programs. Ann can
be found on Tuesdays, Thursday.
and Saturdays. And is doing all of
her practical work and
qualification hours here. In
addition. there are five full-time
student trainers and one who
works part-time. Each of these
trainers is assigned to a specific

sport for the semester. As Pam
said. "We couldn't be successful
if it wasn't for the student
trainers, who give up a
tremendous amount of time.
including weekends."
All of the trainers are very
qualified . Pam was recently a
trainer for both the men's and
women's field hockey teams in
the past Olympics in Los Angeles.
She has also been a trainer for the
National Field Hockey Team.
Pam says. "You must love being
a trainer, or you must get out of
it." Pam has been called "one of
the best trainers in the country"
by some of the most well-known
athletic trainers around.
The training room opens every
day at 1 p.m. and it remains open
until 9 p.m. on nights when there
is night practice. In the morning
Pam
and
Tina
make
arrangements and schedule
appointments.
The training room's main
purpose is to prevent in.juries
through rehabilitation. They also
screen injuries to assess if it can
be handled here or if specialists
must be brought in. "An injury
must be constantly evaluated."

Pam said. "The trainers and
coaches should stress proper
flexibility and weight training ill
pre-season workouts. so that no
one gets hurt during the season ."
The staff is very displeased
with the present facilities that
they have been working with.
Th~y reported that the equipment
is adequate. but should be
upgraded. The ventilation in the
training room is terrihle. Also the
room has not been expanded,
which was promised a few years
ago. Pam and Tina feel that these
conditions are very unfair for
themselves and the athletes.
Pam believes that the studentathletes are very cooperative. All
of the trainers get good feedback
and receive a lot in return from
the athletes. What Pam and Tina
would like to be able hi do would
Ix' to motivate the ..tilletes to take
care of themselves. As trainers.
they would like for the athlete to
re(:eive maximum benefit while
preventing problems. ~~m says.
"If we didn't gct pOSlttve feedback. we probably wouldn't be
doing it." Presc:ltiy. Pam and
Tina eV31uate 25-30 serious injures a day (mostly football>.
Everyday they check OIl current

progress and set up therapeutic
and rehabilitation conditioning.
In addition. many of the players
must be taped and padded each
day.
This year. the most common
injury that the trainers have seen
involves muscle and ligamentous
injuries. simply because of the
nature of contact sports. Fortunately. this year the trainers
have seen only two ma jor football
surgeries. and one ma'jor muscle
tear.
The physical therapy room is
considered to be a different
branch of the training room .
Physical therapy deals more with
"diseases" and rehabilitation
fur later performance.
Therapists deal with balance.
coordination and fine tuning. The
actual trainers deal more with
the well athlete and acute care.
They do not deal with diseases
like a therapist does . A trainer
protects an athlete from injury
by using proper exercises. Pam
and the others get the athlete
ready to perform.
Ann Wilkinson contacted Pam
at the beginning of this year and
was asked to come and help
relieve the duties of Pam and

Tina. by handling the
rehabilitation section. Her first
impressions of Ursinus are very
positive. "I was very impressed
with the way things were going
here under two women," Ann
said. Before Ursinus. she had no
encouragement. "They leave no
stones unturned here, and the
players are not babied. Pam and
Tina get tough when the need
arises ."
Pam Chlad has many goals for
the training room and the athletic
training program. She wants to
promote the program in
association with the Biology
department and the other
sciences. Hopefully. students will
also begin to get more experience
in surgery. The sport teams
would also like to start
recruiting. Pam believes that the
training program should begin to
take a more scientific approach.
As far as student trainers are
concerned, Pam would like to
work more closely with them and
have them get more on-the-jobtraining. With the college's help,
Pam believes that they can begin
to emphasize the academic side
along the same lines as the other
sciences.
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By RICHARD P. RICHTER
Last weekend, the College
focused on the central place of
the faculty in the educational
process of a liberal arts college
was Garvin Geiger with a truly such as ours. On Saturday, we
impressive clocking in the 100 held a day-long dialogue on
development with
freestyle of 51.1. Greg Zwack faculty
showed great promise in the 200 nationally recognized speakers.
On
Sunday,
Founders' Day, we
I.M. Amy David al::,\) shewed a
good 200 1M (2.35.3) Tiffany had recognized Dr. Pancoast as an
an awesome meet with a 5S.5 in exemplary teacher and heard a
her 100 free and her 1: 07 in the 100 resounding affirmation of the
back. Kim Keiser had two good 50 critical role of the professor in a
back timp~ f2-2.5 and 39.6). And liberal arts college from Robert
who can forget Ree Ray who I. Smith, president of The
turned in nice times in the 100 Glenmede Trust Company.
I.M. (1: 13.0) and the 100 back
(1.11.2) due mostly to her new
hydrodynamic O-Chi hairdo.

Mers shine at relay carnival
Willis. Highlights of the meet
By SCOTI WILLIS
The 'Mers faced death and ' included the 300 yd. bulkhead
relay in which each person had to
destruction this past Saturday as
they went south for an in- climb out and return to the water.
vitational relay carnival at An excellent effort by Seymour
Johns-Hopkins. They faced death Clark, Reynolds, Julie Lertora
on the highways as pilots Paul and Sawjeer Kalavi, Lynn
Gallagher and Bill Lacy (co-pilot Messier, Leonard Paparo and
Heather Camp Sr.) raced to Meg Early.
Another interesting event was
Maryland. But they faced the
perils of the road with stalward the kick relays. The men's relay
included efforts hv RE:'rl~ Bob
fortitude.
Once there things went pretty Stankiewcz, Sanj and Len-eye.
well. Coach Sieracki seemed
The women's effort in this
pleased with the early season event was interesting also. It was
times. Some outstanding events lead by an impressive motorboat
include a victory by the women's imitation by Joanne Bateman.
SOO yard free relay, Debbie Clog, Bonnie Keane led off with a
Heidi Heather Jr.) Camp, Tiffany blinding 50 yd. breaststroke kick.
Brown and Heather Sr.
Riki Horn in her debut meet and
Another event that showed Julie all kicked their hearts out.
promise was the 400 butterfly
Many outstanding individual
relay, Reds Smith, Davey Mc- performances within the relays
Devitt, Greg Zwack and Scott were also witnessed leading these

Trudy Rubin, a member of The
Philadelphia Inquirer's editorial
board and a former Middle East
correspondent for The Christian
Science Monitor, will be the
featured speaker.

Hubin has lived in several
cities in the troubled Middle
East. She covered the 1973 October War. Her articles have
appeared in The New York Times
Magazine, Atlantic Monthly, New
Republic, The Nation, and
several other major national
publications.
Rubin is a graduate of Smith
College and she has earned an
M.S. in political sociology from

I am sure that the faculty
would agree, however, that you,
he students, really occupy the
center of attention at the College.
lunlike a research university,
Ursinus is not obligated to
produce new knowledge. Its
mission is to develop students. By
·,ox
,'hY,"·.
~,,~;;,t?' ...""".%iJ!@',::,@'$';%" stu d yin g
the a cad e m i c
disciplines under the guidance of
top scholar/teachers, you grow in
intellectual breadth. And you
become better able to operate in
a real world filled with ambiguity
and cross purposes.
the London School of Economics.
When we talk about faculty
She is a fellow of the Center for ~evelopment at Ursinus, then, we
Intern.a~ional Affairs at Harva~d,
an Alicia Petterson FoundatIon
Fellow, and a former lecturer in
journalism at the Boston
University School of Public
(Continued from Page .11
Communication.

• Cocaine

them."
The forum, the sixth of the
semester, is free and open to the
public.

Theater Review

"A Thurber Carnival"
The best received skit was
"The Macbeth Mystery. The two
principle actors were Jerome
Frasier and Andrea Butler. They
did a superb job conveying
Thurber's humor. However, this
skit was slightly distorted by the
use of one prop, a newspaper,
"The Ursinus Weekly." Personally, I felt that the entire
production seemed to revolve
around Dr. Henry, and Ursinus,
not Thurber.
After the production, I talked
with a member of the audience
who
was familiar with Thurber's
Thurber'S wit came across
through this production. works. She told me that she did
However, many anachronisms not mind all the Ursinusisms
and Ursnusisms were added to because she knews Thurber's
the script which were cute, but humor is dated, and felt that they
which destroyed the meaning of appeal more to an audience,
Thurber's intention. There was unacquainted with Thurber's
one skit, "Take Her Up Ten- work.
derly," which seemed to be
Overall, the production went
totally written to please the
Ursin us students and staff. In- very smoothly: the general
audience
consensus was that it
cluded was a joke about a former
was thoroughly enjoyed. Many of
student and editor of Lantern.

By WALTER S. KEEHN
On Friday, Nov. 2, pro-Theatre
under the direction of Dr. Henry,
played for a full house on the eve
of its second show.
The production was a selection
of James Thurber's best known
short stories and one act plays.
Among these selections were
"The Secret Life of Walter
Mitty," "Fables for Our Time,"
"If God Had Been Drinking at
Appomattox," and "The Macbeth
Murder Mystery."

I

CAMPUS MEMO

Coach says everyone did well
and " ThiS meet gives us a good
idea where we're at now."
Special thanks must be given to
the whini::tg infant, low for letting
us swim in his home state and to
Father Chucky (Bingo) Dunn
who is our spiritual leader.

Middle East forum scheduled
"Prospects for Peace in the
Middle East" will be the topic of
discussion in the last forum of the
fall semester, Nov. 15, 7:30 p.m.
in Wismer Auditorium.

are also talking about student
development. Faculty · members
at a college such as Ursinus are
willing to admit that there is life
beyond the walls of their
academic specialties. They will
affirm that the outcome of their
work is intended to be the functional independence and
responsibility of you, the
students.
Our kind of education - liberal
education - has not been seen as
the most popular in the past
decade. But the tide is turning. A
recent report from the National
Institute of Education severely

the actors and actresses fit
perfectly into their roles. Eric
Lehnes did a fine job as a
Television Pet Advisor, Jerome
Frasier also did well as an articulate narrator and Andrea
Butler's portrayal as a dominant
wife in two of the skits was very
convincing.
Thurber's lighthearted view of
life was conveyed well be the cast
and crew. However. there was
one narration by Dr. Henry, "The
Last Flower," accompanied by a
slide presentation of Thurber's
illustrations that showed grim
reality of undying hope that
presented another side of
Thurber's character. This was a
good choice of skits to end the
first act of the show, to break up
the continual light heartedness of
Thurber's works.
Mr. John
French accompanied the production on tiJ~
piano, and Mr. John Lyons on the
drums, agumented the emotional
impact of each scene.

"Tne New York city price of
coke dropped 50 percent last
year," says Dr. Arnold M.
Waston, research director for
SOO/COC AlNE National Hotline.
"One gram of coke costs $60 to
$70. It's cheaper than an ounce of
grass."
"The expense is getting easier
for (students) to handle in this
community," says Duke Engel of
Independence Center, a Lincoln,
Neb., clinic near the University
of Nebraska. "The prime people
coming into the clinic with
problems are 19 to 30 years old."
And more are coming in,
UCLA's Linder says.
"The best indicator of severity
and escalation of the problem can
be measured by the number of
treatment centers and the
number of patients they treat,"
he claims. "There are a lot!"
Yet "most schools don't have
real drug a buse polices,"
Washton of SOO/COCAINE points
out.
At the University of Tennessee,
drug and alcoho abusers are
referred to the student counseling
center.
And University of Alabama
drug an0 ;:!cohol ~buse is handled
by the student health center or
the mental health clinic.
Some schools refer drug abuse
patif-llts to off-campus comm,JlIilv resources.
("1",';'<;on students go to a
county drug abuse program. The
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
uses Engel's Independence

criticized the decline in the study
of the liberal disciplines. It called
for a resurgence of the teaching
of a curriculum like the one in
place at colleges like Ursinus.
We should welcome this ·
renewed understanding of the
usefulness of a liberal education.
It should give you a feeling that
you are preparing well for the
lifetime of change ahead of you.
And it should challenge the
faculty and the College as a whole
to redouble its pursuit of improvements that will make Ursinus second to no other smal~
college in the east.
Center, affiliated with Lincoln
General' Hospital.
"The hotline has lots of contact
with students from small
colleges," he stresses. "Coke is
not only available in large
schools, but also in remote areas
you wouldn't suspect, like
Wyoming. South Dakota and
Alaska."
The University of Wyoming has
no specific drug counseling
program and at Boise State
University in Idaho, counselors
admit to knowledge of campus
drug abuse but say students are
reluctant to bring drug problems
to the counseling center.
Unless these colleges prepare
to handle student drug abuse,
they'll be caught off-guard by
unpleasant incidents," cautions
Washton. "At stake is the health
and welfare of our
nation's
future."

Photo
Contest
ENTER
The Grizzlv's
Christmas Photo Contest
$10 Prize
The best photo will be chosen to
be published as the front page of
the Grizzly's special Christmas
issue. Get in the spirit!
Deadline: Fridav, Nov. 30.
Submit black and white photos of
a C'hristmasy/winter campus
scene.
Print your name, class and
campus address on the back and
bring it Ui> to the Publication's
office on the second floor of the
Union.
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Student teachers hard at work
By JOSEPH F. PIRRO

teacher scholarships to students

It is the second quarter of the from any of those six sc:hooi

. this institution one of the most
respe~ted in the area. Dr. Cogger
believes that " some of the finest
students in this school are student
teachers ... The median academic
cummulative average for Ursinus' student teachers has been
a B- (about an 83) which has been
higher than most of other comparable schools. Dr. Cogger says,
" Ursinus has a right to be
proud." Over the years,

first semester and thus, it is once districts who decide to attend
again time for the student Ursinus. Dr. Dungan says, "This
teachers to begin theIr is the way we thank them for
professional semester. This cooperating in the student
period of time is better known as teaching program. ,.
stuqent teaching. This semester
In recent years. many colleges
there are 23 individuals who are have been dropping their student
about to enter their fourth week teaching programs. However,
of teaching. This total is about Ursinus continues to maintain the
average as compared to the last high standards which have made
five years. However, the number
of student teachers have steadily
declined over the past 10 years
here at Ursinus and all over the
country. This is because of the
reduction in job possibilities. In
1973, Ursinus had its high for the
most student teachers in one
semester at 78.
Before the student teachers
enter the classrooms, there are
very detailed procedures which
must be followed. In addition, to
receive certification in secondary
school teaching, the student must
successfully complete a number
of courses.
A total of 195 hours of teaching
experience,
including
observations, are required. This
includes 30 hours of observation
of elementary and secondary
schools in the sophomore and
junior years. The student teacher
must also have 30 hours of additional teaching and observation. In addition, he must
have 45 hours of classroom observations while he is student
teaching. Finally, the student
techer must fulfill 90 hours of
teaching and affiliated duties at
his or her particular school.
During this whole period the
student teachers are constantly
being observed by their
cooperating teachers, the
school's principal, and either Dr.
Robert Cogger or Dr. Roy
Dungan. Dr. Cogger is the
superintendent of the student
teaching program, and also the
chairman of the education
department. This semester he is
in charge of the Methacton,
Perkiomen Valley and SpringFord School Districts. Dr.
Dungan is the director of the
student teaching program and is
responsible for the Norristown,
North Penn and Souderton school
districts. Both professors are out
It rlwrl'", 'Ilk' Ihll1!..! bll'll1l'"
evaluating their students every
,rll,k-l1r, h.I\·l' .11" .1\' 11l'l·,k,1.
day for the whole day. Each
Ihl' I' If. ,Ill ,llllIr,l.d,k. bll"
student is observed at least once
11""','I'I"I1I\',I"II,,1I Ir"r.
a week by either Dr. Cogger or
lilt, 1,',.1' IIl,rnlllll'IH'
Dr. Dungan. In addition, some of
the professors of Ursinus go out
H.-\ ,,), Ih,· :"-tli,k"r I'"'lnl'"
and observe the student teachers
:\11,11\ 'I.
in their particular department
II' blldl ' ll1 l'lI'lnl'"
areas. Each student teacher is
1"rnllll.l' kl \,'11 l'l'rh'llIl
required to keep a log which
lI'l11l'h,.II,',1 Ii 11.1 I1ll' •
contains their daily experiences
.Ill "IIIHII1!..! .111,1 'Llli'li, d
and later is presented to their
Iil11lf 11111' rh,' , '11l" I" .r
supervisor on each visit.
11,,,,11" rl''il II rl' ,11,'1,,1 I II Ill'
"Ursinus College has excellent
,111,1.1 'LI,k "I (l'krl'lltl' I·""k "
working relations with the school
Ilkl' I'rl",'111 ,1Il,llmllrl' \,dll,
districts in this area," Dr. Cogger
said. The reason for this besides
the excellent reputation of Ursinus. is the fact that the college
gives three annual $500 student

cooperating teachers have said
that they have learned from the
Ursinus student teachers. Dr.
Dungan, in his sixth year, says,
" I am enthusiastic to be involved
with this program. It is one of the
finest in the country for
teaching."
There is also a Teacher
Education Advisory Committee
here at Ursinus. This is made up
of Dr. Cogger, Dr. Dunga~,

representatives from each
academic department, and two
student teachers, Adana Covert
and Bonnie Keene. They meet to
discuss current problems and
trends in the student teaching
program.
All of the student teachers are
on their own by now. Of course,
the health and physical education
student teachers have been
(See TEACHERS, P .8)

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
l.dclIl.ltI, '11' .. II11,.n I:.HI' '",
,lIhll'.1I1111111 1'.1\ I11l'nt'.
! Ill' H:\·Fi I11l'.In' \1111
'l'l'lhl k" 11I11l' (.IIClIl.ltll1!..!,
,lIhl 111 II rl' 11111l' 1l'.lrllln!..! . \. )Ill'
k,'\" lr"k" Llk,·, rill' I'l.lll·
"I 111.111\ .
TIll' l.lklll.ll,.r I' 111'1 1'.ln
,·1 rh,' 1'.I,k.l!..!l'. 1"'11 .II". !..!l·1
,I I"., ,k rh .1! II .11,.", 111( "I
1'1I'"1\''' ,"lIr',·, . rh" HI/'III,'"
.\ 11.:1, '/ { ;III,i,'/'''''/'' HII'"ll'''
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- - - - - - - News of Yesteryear
By AMY KISTLER
Many Ursin us students travel
to the Spectrum in Philadelphia
to hear the concerts of their
favorite rock stars. RUSH and
Bruce Springstien were two of the
more recent concerts. Within the
last 20 years, music styles have
changed dramatically, but enthusiasm for such concerts has
always been great. The following

article, taken from The Ursinus
Weekly dated Monday, Nov. 2,
1964, describes a Judy Collins
concert in New York City 20
years ago. It is interesting to note
the purchase price of tickets in
comparison to the high priced
tickets recently puchased by
Michael Jackson enthusiasts.
Judy Collins was an American
folksinger who wrote songs about
the social problems and
inequalities of her time.

• Teacher
(Continue(l from Page 71
teaching for three weeks more
than the non Hand PE. The non H
and PE teachers receive nine
credits, instead of 10.
Ralph Paolone, who is teaching
social studies in Norristown says.
" I like it a lot, but there are good
days and bad days. I wish it
didn 't start so early in the
morning." Everyday starts at
6:45 a.m. for them and does not
end until late afternoon.
Sue Strickland, who is teaching
chemistry and general science at
Souderton, also hates getting up
so early. However, she adds,
"The teachers have been really
helpful, and the kids love labs."
She likes it a lot and believes it is
mostly paper work.
Bonnie Keene is teaching
Help wanted: Port time. Sell winter
and spring break '/acatians for major
collegiate travel company . High
commissions, FREE TRIPS! Phone
necessary . Send applications to : Joe
Scharelli , Campus Vocations . 26
Courts St ., Brooklyn . N.Y. 11242 .
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JUDY COLLINS TO
APPEAR IN CONCERT
ATURSINUS
The agency will begin its
concert season with a
magnificent offering - Judy
Collins. The Dec. 3 concert is
expected to be a sellout. Tickets,
which are now on sale, will be $2.
The following is a description of
her first Town Hall concert in
New York City written by Jack
Goddard :
"Wet, spring snow blustered
down the streets on that Saturday
night late in March - the night of
Judy Collins first New York
concert. And from the way people
were trickling into Town Hall, it
looked as if the weather had
scored a victory.
But then, around 8:25, Town
Hall began to fill up, to come
alive. This was no average folk
biology and general science at
Methacton. She says, " I am
enjoying it because I'm having
fun. It gives you a sense of
reality, and introduces you to the
working world and ca reer
choices. " Bonnie feels that
people on campus take student
teaching for granted. " It is more
of a responsibility than people
think."
Beth McGonigle who is
teaching social studies and
French at Methacton says, " U IS
an excellent experience, and I
wish all Ursinus' seniors would
have the chance to do it." She is
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crowd, either, seemingly sprung
up from nowhere. The young ,
dedicated fans were of course on
hand; but so were many older
people you'd expect to find at a
classical concert, and many a
well-known folk perfonner too. In
spite of the treachery of snow, by
concert time the hall was packed.

audience.
With every song the audience's
silence grew more profound,
their applause louder and more
joyously involved. There were
songs ranging from the shadowy
misery of depressed coal towns,
to the exuberance of a cowhand's
stolen amours. to bitter reflec-

At 8: 4.5 the lights dimmed and
Judy's accompanists, Steve
Mandrell, bearing banjo and
guitar, and Chuck Irsaels, with
bass and cello, appeared. The
audience guieted and a shaft of
intense light followed Judy onstage. As she began to sing, one
immediately sensed that some
friendliness balanced by an
admirable touch of reserve that
usually characterizes her. But
she had changed. There was a
new self-assurance, a directness,
as she talked to the now-hushed

tions on American racial strife.
The intermission crowd knew
that they were part of an important event. There was praise
as usual for Judy's wannth, but
praise, too, for her continued
willingness to use contemporary
songs which so often challenged
us to look, with her, deep into the
anguish of our times. Judy
Collins has shown that she is now
and always will be a most unique
and individual folksinger herself.
Imitating no one she makes her
own arduous search for meaning

very ~roud to represent Ursinus
at a good high school like
Methacton. Beth added, " I have
been able to fall back on a lot of
knowledge that was learned here
at college."
Dr. Cogger has nothing but high
praise for this year's group of
student teachers. " We have a
very strong group this year, and
we have high expectations from
them based on their academic
perfonnance and the breadth of
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Yon noticed!
The staff of the Grizzly says
thanks to everyone who praised
last weeks issue. You all made
the effort to put out the 12-pager
worthwhile. We have found the
strength to continue this madness
in knowing that you really do
~~re.
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experience they have in working
with children ." Dr. Cogger
believes that it is a pleasure to
observe them, and the considers
it an honor to work with these
young people. Most students that
take student teaching at Ursinus
do eventually go into teaching
professionally. Cogger ados,
" The student teachers deserve a
tribute, and their sincere
dedication must be commended."

through all the noise and uncertainty and inequality that
makes contemporary America.
She had become part of that
small but important group of
artists who did not divorce
themselves from the social
currents of our society, and
because of this Judy Collins had
taken her place among the very
best of America's folksingers."
The following is a reveiw of
that concert by Robert Shennan
of The New York Times:
" Judy Collins made her New
York concert debut Saturday at'
Town Hall and established
herself without delay in the front
rank of American balladeers. By
the evenings end she had moved
her large audiences to cheers,
whistles and bravos all
heartily deserved.
It would be wise to purchase
tickets early.

1 Deadly
6 Falls short
11 Administer
12 Onslaught
14 Near
15 Cuddles up
17 A state: abbr.
18 Edge
20 Food
programs
21 Unit of
Japanese
currency
22 Send forth
24 Single
25 Hurried
26 Planet
28 Whirlpool
30 Attempt
31 Sunburn
32 Parts of play

46 Latin
conjunction
47 Margins
49 Symbol for
thoron
50 Give
52 Created a
disturbance
54 Memoranda
55 Shouts
DOWN
1 Daughter of
Mohammed
2 Article
3 Make into
leather
4 Matured
51nlury
6 Hesitate

35 AquatiC
' The sweet sop
mammals
8 Possessive
38 Shallow vessels pronoun
39 Equality
9 Note of scale
41 Halt
10 Diatribe
42 Bitter vetch
11 Female horses
43 A state
13 Varieties
45 Petition
16 Playing card

19 Fingerless
gloves
21 Kind of piano:
pI.
23 Twists
25 Quarrels

27 Grain
29 Unit of Siamese
currency
32 Haste
33 Cardboard box
34 Extras

35 Of bad
disposition
36 Courses
37 Squander
40 Succor
43 Speck

44
47
48
51
53

Great Lake
Flying mammal
The sun
Negative
Symbol for
thallium

